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WK
496 360

Cartridge pressure relief valve,
direct operated type UZPD 4

Pressure relief valves type UZPD 4 serves to limit pressure
in hydraulic systems.

                                       Size 4                   29 MPa                30 dm3/min

The valve UZPD 4 is direct operated pressure relief valve. Controllable pressure affects surface difference 2 of the valve
spool 1. The spring 3 holds the spool in its initial position (closed). Ports P and T reaches the set value of the spring, the valve
opens allowing free oil flow. The spring 3 holds the spool in its initial position (closed). Ports P and T reaches the set value of
the spring, the valve opens allowing free oil flow.

DESCRIPTION  OF OPERATION

APPLICATION
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS

TECHNICAL DATA

diulfgnikroW liolareniM

ytisocsivdiulflanimoN mm73 2 K823erutarepmettas/

egnarytisocsiV mm083otpu8,2 2 s/

egnarerutarepmetgnikrowmumitpO K823otpu313

egnarerutarepmetdiulF K343otpu342
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DIMENSIONS OF CAVITY NG4/2

Detail ADetail ADetail ADetail ADetail A
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T (2) P (1)

PERFORMANCE CURVES at  ν = 41 mm2/s and temp. 323 K

GRAPHICAL SYMBOL
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    *UZPD 4

CODING EXAMPLE:
UZPD 4-12 / 160 - M1V

HOW TO ORDER
Orders coded in the way showed below should be forwarded to the manufacturer

Pressure setting
up to 8 MPa =  80
up to 16 MPa = 160
up to 29 MPa = 290

Further requirements to be added in text (to agree with the manufacturer)

Series number
12          = 12
(12 - 19)     = installation and connection dimension unchanged

Sealing
for fluids on mineral oil base = no destignation
for fluid on phosphate ester base = V

Pressure relief valve

Kind of cavity
Cavity M18x1,5 = M1
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